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Manifest: Season One A plane inexplicably disappears on a trans-oceanic flight
and returns five years later after being presumed lost at sea. While no time has
passed for those on the flight, years have gone by for their loved ones who have
learned to live with their loss. In addition to the outward mystery of what
happened on that flight, theres also an inward mystery of what has happened
to the passengersand why. Warner
Hunter X Hunter Vol. 6 Episodes 100-123 Man is no longer the dominant
species. The Chimera Ants are evolving at blistering speed, making them more
and more powerful! Infused with fantastic Nen abilities, the interspecies war
escalates dragging in the strongest hunter of them all, legendary Chairman
Netero! Gonhopeful to find a way to restore Kiteand Killua have joined the fray
and are facing ever increasing arduous, battles. Meanwhile, the terrifying and
all-powerful Ant King is engaged in a life-or-death competition of a board
game called Gungi? Viz
Boruto Naruto Next Generations 02 Episodes 014-026 Years before Boruto
Uzumaki's fight against a man named Kawaki, the young Boruto and Shikadai
Nara ride on top of a train with the latter reminding Boruto that tomorrow is
their Academy entrance ceremony. Boruto sees a boy being bullied and
defends him. They talk about their fathers with the boy, Denki Kaminarimon,
revealing his father is a billionaire businessman in charge of Konoha's train
system. Boruto encourages him to stand up to his father. Boruto returns home
and is unsurprised to hear that his father, Naruto, is not home. Meanwhile Denki
tries to stand up for himself but his father rejects him, saying Denki will win his
approval by being strong. Viz
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure Set 1 Phantom Blood & Battle Tendency Arcs In 1987,
49 years after the deathly fight between Joseph Joestar and Pillar men, Joseph
visits Far East Japan to see his grandson Jotaro Kujo who has been possessed
by evil spirit. He tells Jotaro why the evil spirit 'Standâ€ suddenly appeared. It
was caused by loathed fate between the Joestars and the Vampire DIO who
woke up from 100 years long sleep. Jotaro's mother Holly passes out from bad
influence brought by DIO. Jotaro leaves with his fellows to save his mother and
defeat the ringleader DIO. Viz
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure Set 2 Stardust Crusaders Arc Set decades after the fall
of the Pillar Men in "Battle Tendency", "Stardust Crusaders" chronicles the
journey of teenage Jotaro as he enters the deadly world of supernatural powers
called Stands, physical manifestations of destructive internal power. Reluctantly
guided into the conflict with Dio by his grandfather Joseph Joestar, Jotaro's
focus become clear when the life of his mother, Holly Kujo, hangs in the balance.
While Jotaro's powerful Stand Star Platinum exists as a towering, armored
physical extension of himself, Holly cannot release hers and Dio's strange
connection to the Joestar's bloodline has made the condition fatal. Viz
JoJo's Bizarre Adventure Set 3 Stardust Crusaders Battle in Egypt Arc Having
crossed continents and cheated death, Jotaro, Joseph, and crew finally arrive in
Egypt to root out the charismatic evil threatening the Joestar lineage and the
world. Fighting Stand with Stand, the ever-clever Joestars are put to the
ultimate test as a bizarre new army of adversaries hailing from the Egyptian
pantheon strike in ways more brutal and outrageous than ever before.
Thankfully, a new ally has arrived to assist the humans. The question is, can the
team come together in time to unravel the mystery of DIO's Stand' Jojo's Bizarre
Adventure Set 3 Limited Edition Blu-ray contains anime episodes 25-48 which
contains the complete Battle in Egypt Arc plus 6 Art Cards and a 104-Page
Booklet. Viz
Pokemon The Series Diamond Pearl Complete Season If Gary Oak is headed
for the Sinnoh region, then Ash Ketchum won’t be far behind! Ready to take on
the Sinnoh League, Ash brings along Pikachu and meets up with Brock in
Sinnoh, where the pair of Trainers are soon joined by a third—Dawn, a novice
Pokémon Coordinator determined to follow in the footsteps of her mother.
Both Ash and Dawn struggle with their respective paths, but it’s easy for them
to make new friends, gaining new Pokémon like Turtwig and Piplup. Viz
Pokemon Detective Pikachu The story begins when ace private eye Harry
Goodman goes mysteriously missing, prompting his 21-year-old son Tim to find
out what happened. Aiding in the investigation is Harrys former Pokmon
partner, Detective Pikachu: a hilariously wise-cracking, adorable super-sleuth
who is a puzzlement even to himself. Finding that they are uniquely equipped
to communicate with one another, Tim and Pikachu join on a thrilling
adventure to unravel the tangled mystery. Chasing clues together through the
neon-lit streets of Ryme Citya sprawling, modern metropolis where humans
and Pokmon live side by side in a hyper-realistic live-action worldthey
encounter a diverse cast of Pokmon characters and uncover a shocking plot
that could destroy this peaceful co-existence and threaten the whole Pokmon
universe. Warner
The Iron Orchard is the story of Jim McNeely (Lane Garrison), a young man
thrust into the vibrant and brutal West Texas oilfields in 1939. In a state gushing
with oil and filled with ambition, McNeely settles into a small-town community
that is slowly overcoming the trauma of the Great Depression. The formidable
path before him is riddled with obstacles – overbearing bosses who try to keep
him down, powerful oilmen who are reluctant to invest in a fresh face, and
women who see salvation in his charms – but he finds a glimmer of hope with
his first loves: new wife Lee Montgomery (Ali Cobrin) and drilling for oil. With
everything falling into place to ascend to the top of the oil chain, McNeely
stumbles upwards through his success and in turn jeopardizes his desperate
longing to conquer this brave new world of influence and wealth. What will
define his legacy in building the rich oil tradition of West Texas? Santa Rita Film
Co.

